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A Kinodynamic steering-method for legged multi-contact locomotion.

Pierre Fernbach\textsuperscript{1,2}, Steve Tonneau\textsuperscript{1,2}, Andrea Del Prete\textsuperscript{1,2} and Michel Taïx\textsuperscript{1,2}

Abstract—We present a novel method for synthesizing collision-free, dynamic locomotion behaviors for legged robots, including jumping, going down a very steep slope, or recovering from a push using the arms of the robot. The approach is automatic and generic: non-gaited motions, comprising arbitrary contact postures can be generated along any environment.

At the core of our framework is a new steering method that generates trajectories connecting two states of the robot. These trajectories account for the state-dependent, centroidal dynamic constraints inherent to legged robots. The method, of low dimension, formulated as a Linear Program, is really efficient to compute, and can find an application in various problems related to legged locomotion.

By incorporating this steering method into an existing sampling-based contact planner, we propose the first kinodynamic contact planner for legged robots.

1. INTRODUCTION

Legged robots move by creating contacts with the environment. Now that gaited motions on flat environments are commonly achieved [1], the community is interested in synthesizing more complex, multi-contact motions [2].

In our definition a multi-contact motion presents either or several of the following properties: the contact points are not coplanar, thus simplified dynamic models such as the linear inverted pendulum [1], [3] do not apply [4]; as opposed to walking, the contacts are not created deterministically, resulting in a combinatorial issue in their choice [5]: the complex environment results in a high risk of collisions, and local planning methods might get stuck in local minima. Addressing these issues simultaneously remains open.

To reduce the complexity of the problem, existing multi-contact planners make simplifying assumptions, e.g. that the computed motion comprises static postures [6], [5], [7]. Synthesizing dynamic motions such as jumping or going down steep slopes is thus impossible.

Our work aims at removing this limitation, by proposing a kinodynamic planner for multi-contact motions. So far the approach was restricted to manipulator arms [8], which have simpler dynamics. Kinodynamic planning requires:

- a steering method that heuristically generates a trajectory between two states of the robot;
- a trajectory validation method that verifies that the trajectory is collision-free and dynamically feasible.

The efficiency of a planner depends on the computational efficiency of both methods, and on the success rates of the validation. We thus introduce two such methods, efficient to compute, specifically designed for capturing the dynamics constraints of legged robots. They are efficiently written using two Linear Programs (LP) we introduce. We then integrate these methods within our multi-contact planner [7], and use it to plan highly-dynamic motions in various scenarios with the robots HRP-2 and HyQ.

A. State of the art

1) Multi-contact planning: Bretl et al. showed in [9] that a multi contact planner must address two simultaneous problems: computing a relevant guide trajectory for the root of the robot in $SE(3)$ and planning a whole-body sequence of configurations in equilibrium (in $\mathbb{R}^n$) along the trajectory. Several contributions rather formulate the issue as an optimization problem [10], [11], [12]. These approaches optimize a trajectory from an initial guess that might not consider the complexity of the environment, which can result in local minima because of the collision constraints.

While presenting their own limitations, sampling-based approaches like ours can overcome this problem, at the risk of combinatorial explosion. For this reason, recent approaches first plan the root path heuristically, then generate a contact sequence along this path [5], [13]. We proposed the first method able to achieve interactive performance [14], before a similar approach was proposed by [15]. Unfortunately these geometric approaches require each contact phase (i.e. a fixed set of contact locations) to be in static equilibrium. Jumping or walking down steep slopes is thus impossible.

2) Kinodynamic planning: These approaches are well known for planning dynamic motions for manipulators [8], [16], [17]. However they do not trivially apply to our case. First, velocities and accelerations must be added to the system state, thus increasing dramatically the dimensionality of the problem. Then, because of the dynamic constraints (such as non-slipping contacts), the acceleration bounds depend on both the contact locations and the position of the Center of Mass (COM), while existing planners require constant bounds on the accelerations. To tackle the dimensionality issue, Pham et al. [18] reduce the dimension of the problem by applying a time-re-parametrization algorithm on a path in the configuration space, but the method has only been applied to manipulators. Our method further reduces dimensionality of the problem by focusing on the centroidal dynamics of the robot, while formulating a steering method accounting for variable acceleration bounds.

3) Computing dynamic constraints: Several methods exist in the literature to check the static equilibrium of the robot in non-coplanar cases, which we list in [19]. Some of them can apply to dynamic scenarios [4], [20]. A method able to
compute the acceleration bounds on the CoM that respect the non slipping constraints was proposed in [21], but the efficiency of all this methods depends on the number of tests that must be performed for a given state. Given that we compute the dynamic constraints only a few times for a given state, we use the Linear Programming approach, which is more computationally efficient in our case.

It thus appears that no existing multi-contact planners can produce highly-dynamic motion in complex environments while avoiding local minima, an issue our method tackles.

B. Contributions

We present two theoretical and one practical contributions:

- An extension of the static equilibrium test proposed in [19] to dynamic cases, faster than previous approaches in our case;
- An efficient LP to determine the acceleration bounds on the Center of Mass (COM) of a robot, given its active contacts and a desired direction of acceleration;
- One of the first kinodynamic planners able to synthesize truly dynamic multi-contact motions for legged robots.

In the following, we rigorously formulate our problem and give relevant definitions used throughout the paper (Section II). We then detail the construction of our new steering and trajectory validation methods for multi-contact locomotion (Section III). After that we discuss the integration of the methods within our existing contact planner (Section IV), and present the results obtained with the method (Section V), before discussing its extension to legged locomotion.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND OVERVIEW

In the remainder of this paper, we use the term dynamic equilibrium to denote the non slipping constraints of the robot when its acceleration is non zero.

We formulate the motion planning problem as the issue of finding a dynamically feasible, collision-free trajectory \( S(t) \) between two states \( S_{\text{init}} \) and \( S_{\text{goal}} \) of a legged robot. This problem is addressed with an RRT-connect algorithm [22], where new steering and path validation methods are introduced to respect the dynamics of the robot.

Our steering method generates a trajectory that is feasible in the neighborhood of the initial state.

Our path validation method (or, more accurately, trajectory validation method) determines precisely the part of the trajectory that is actually feasible, such that all states of the generated graph are connected through dynamically feasible, collision free trajectories.

A. Definitions

We define a state as follows:

\[
S = \langle X, P, N, q \rangle
\]  

where:

\[
X = \langle c, \dot{c}, \ddot{c} \rangle \text{ denote the position, velocity and acceleration of the COM;}
\]

\[
P = \left[ p_1 \ldots p_k \right], \text{ with } p_i \in \mathbb{R}^3 \text{ the position of the } i\text{-th contact point;}
\]

\[
N = \left[ n_1 \ldots n_k \right], \text{ with } n_i \in \mathbb{R}^3 \text{ the surface normal of the } i\text{-th contact point;}
\]

\[
q \in SE(3) \times \mathbb{R}^n \text{ is the configuration of the robot, described by } n \text{ degrees of freedom (dof}s) \text{ and the root location. Note that } q \text{ uniquely defines } c.
\]

All positions are expressed in the world frame, and each state has a variable number \( k \) of contacts.

B. Rationale

At each step of a motion planning algorithm, an extension method (or a steering method, as named in kinodynamic planning) is called [23]. The steering method is a heuristic approach to try to connect two states with a feasible trajectory. The inputs of this steering method are an initial and a goal state \( S_0 = \langle X_0, P_0, N_0, q_0 \rangle \) and \( S_1 = \langle X_1, P_1, N_1, q_1 \rangle \). The steering method returns a time-optimal trajectory of duration \( t_f \):

\[
X : t \in [0, t_f] \mapsto \langle c(t), \dot{c}(t), \ddot{c}(t) \rangle
\]

such that \( X(0) = X_0 \) and \( X(t_f) = X_1 \), and \( X(t) \) is constrained to satisfy the COM acceleration bounds imposed by the non-sliding constraints at \( S_0 \).

The trajectory is extended into a whole-body trajectory by performing a constrained interpolation between \( q_0 \) and \( q_1 \) to follow the COM [24]. It is then validated according to several constraints, including in our case: collision avoidance, user-defined bounds on position, and dynamic equilibrium (verified by the non-sliding constraints associated with each contact phase). Additional user-defined bounds on the velocity and acceleration of the COM are guaranteed to be respected by the steering method, and thus do not need verification [8]. The path validation method only returns the part of trajectory that respects these constraints:

\[
X' : t \in \left[ 0, t'_f \leq t_f \right] \mapsto X(t)
\]

If \( t'_f = 0 \) there is no valid part in the trajectory, the planner discards this trajectory and starts a new iteration.

III. STEERING METHOD AND TRAJECTORY VALIDATION

Our method derives from the well-known Double Integrator Minimum Time (DIMT) method [16], [17], [8]. We use the DIMT as a black-box method, and refer to [8] for details. We give the inputs and outputs of the method in our case, before discussing its extension to legged locomotion.

Given user-defined symmetric bounds on the COM dynamics along three orthogonal axis:

\[
-\dot{c}_{\text{max}}^{\text{x,y,z}} \leq \dot{c}_{\text{x,y,z}} \leq \dot{c}_{\text{max}}^{\text{x,y,z}}
\]

\[
-\ddot{c}_{\text{max}}^{\text{x,y,z}} \leq \ddot{c}_{\text{x,y,z}} \leq \ddot{c}_{\text{max}}^{\text{x,y,z}}
\]

and given an initial state \( S_0 \), with \( X_0 = \langle c_0, \dot{c}_0, 0 \rangle \), and a target state \( S_1 \) with \( X_1 = \langle c_1, \dot{c}_1, 0 \rangle \), the DIMT
outputs a minimum time trajectory \( X(t) \) that connects exactly \( X_0 \) and \( X_1 \), without considering collision avoidance. This trajectory consists, for each joint, in phases of constant accelerations in a direction. The acceleration at either the start or goal state is not relevant to the problem, because only the velocity is continuous in our model and there are no constraints on jerk. For simplicity we just set it to 0.

The main issue is that for a legged robot, the center of mass acceleration bounds are neither constant nor symmetric, but state-dependent (Fig. 1). The bounds correspond to the non-slipping condition, and are thus determined by the COM position, as well as the contact points and normals.

To address this issue, we propose a two-step method:

- First, we use the DIMT method with acceleration constraints computed for the initial state \( S_0 \). By doing so, we increase the odds that the trajectory \( X(t) \) be dynamically feasible in the neighborhood of \( S_0 \), but not along the complete trajectory.

- Then, in the trajectory validation phase, we verify the dynamic equilibrium of the robot, additionally to collision avoidance, as we progress along the trajectory. The returned trajectory \( \dot{X}(t) \) is the part of \( X(t) \) that satisfies all these constraints.

A. Trajectory validation

We first describe how our trajectory validation method is implemented, because its formulation serves as a basis for developing our steering method.

1) Inputs and outputs: We consider as inputs two states \( S_0 \) and \( S_1 \), and a trajectory \( X(t) \) connecting them. Additionally, we consider a discrete set of contact phases configurations along the trajectory, denoted \( P(t) \) and \( N(t) \), with:

\[
P(0) = P_0, \quad P(t_f) = P_1
\]

\[
N(0) = N_0, \quad N(t_f) = N_1
\]

The definition of the contact-switch timings is out of the scope of this paper. In Section IV-A.2 we propose a heuristic approach, specific to our motion planner.

The output of the trajectory validation is a dynamically feasible, collision free sub-trajectory of \( X \), \( \dot{X}(t) \). To do so, as for a classical path validation method, we discretize the trajectory, and verify at each discretization step the constraints. Collision checking is performed classically, thus we focus on the dynamic equilibrium constraints.

2) Dynamic equilibrium: We formulate a test for dynamic equilibrium as an LP, extending the static equilibrium test proposed in [19]. The Newton-Euler equations verify:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
m (\ddot{c} - g) \\
m c \times (\ddot{c} - g) + \mathbf{L}
\end{bmatrix} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
I_3 & \ldots & I_3 \\
p_1 & \ldots & p_k
\end{bmatrix} \mathbf{f}
\]

(4)

Where :

- \( m \) is the total mass of the robot;
- \( \mathbf{f} = [f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_k]^T \in \mathbb{R}^{3k} \) is the stacked vector of contact forces \( f_i \), applied at contact position \( p_i \);
- \( \mathbf{g} = [0, 0, -9.81]^T \) is the gravity vector;
- \( \mathbf{L} \in \mathbb{R}^{3} \) is the angular momentum (expressed at \( c \)).
- \( p_i \) denotes the skew-symmetric matrix associated to \( p_i \).

To respect the non-slipping condition, we constrain the contact forces \( f_i \) to lie inside a linearized friction cone of generators \( \mathbf{V}_i \), such that [4]:

\[
f_i = \mathbf{V}_i \beta_i \text{ with } \beta_i \in \mathbb{R}^4 \text{ and } \beta_i \geq 0
\]

(5)

which leads to

\[
f = \mathbf{V} \beta \text{ with } \beta \in \mathbb{R}^{4k} \text{ and } \beta \geq 0
\]

(6)

where \( \mathbf{V} = \text{diag}(\mathbf{V}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{V}_k) \in \mathbb{R}^{3k \times 4k} \).

We set \( \mathbf{L} = 0 \) as classically done [25] and rewrite (4):

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
I_3 \\
p_1 & \ldots & p_k
\end{bmatrix} \ddot{c} + m \begin{bmatrix}
\mathbf{c} \times \mathbf{g} \\
\mathbf{h}
\end{bmatrix} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
I_3 & \ldots & I_3 \\
p_1 & \ldots & p_k
\end{bmatrix} \mathbf{V} \beta
\]

(7)

Thus, if there exists a \( \beta^* \) such that \( \beta^* \geq 0 \) and (7) is satisfied, it means the robot is in dynamic equilibrium. Our test then boils down to solving the following LP:

\[
\text{find } \beta \\
\text{s.t. } G \beta = H \ddot{c} + h \\
\beta \geq 0
\]

(8)

B. Computing acceleration bounds for the steering method

Computing plausible bounds for \( \ddot{c} \) is essential to increase the success rate of the steering method. Rather than computing explicitly all bounds using a double description method, we use a faster optimization based approach to compute the bounds in the relevant direction [19]. To estimate the bounds in the neighborhood of \( S_0 \) we proceed as follows:

- We call a first time the DIMT with arbitrary large bounds: \( -\ddot{c}_{\infty}^{(x,y,z)} \leq \ddot{c}_{(x,y,z)} \leq \ddot{c}_{\infty}^{(x,y,z)} \). We obtain a trajectory composed of phases of constant accelerations.

We then consider \( a \), the direction of the first phase;

- We compute the maximum acceleration \( \ddot{c}_{\text{max}} = a^* \mathbf{a} \), \( a^* \in \mathbb{R}^+ \) satisfying the non-slipping condition at \( S_0 \).
In case of force closure, the acceleration is theoretically unbounded, so we set \( \ddot{\varepsilon}^{max} = \ddot{\varepsilon}^{\infty} \):

\[
\ddot{\varepsilon}^{max} = \ddot{\varepsilon}^{\infty}
\]

- Finally, we compute \( X(t) \) by calling again the DIMT, using the projection of \( \alpha^* a \) along the \( x, y, z \) axes as bounds:
  \[
  -(\alpha^* a)_{[x,y,z]} \leq \ddot{\varepsilon}^{\infty}_{[x,y,z]} \leq (\alpha^* a)_{[x,y,z]}
  \]

If the acceleration direction \( \alpha' = a \), then the bounds are accurate and the trajectory is dynamically valid in the neighborhood of \( S_0 \). In Section V-B we show empirically that in the majority of cases \( \alpha' = a \), and that otherwise the bounds remain valid in the neighborhood of \( S_0 \).

To compute \( \alpha^* \) we extend (8), by first rewriting (7):

\[
G\beta = H\alpha + h
\]

We can now write the following LP:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\text{find} & \quad \beta \\
\text{min} & \quad -\alpha \\
\text{s. t.} & \quad [G - (Ha)] \begin{bmatrix} \beta \\ \alpha \end{bmatrix} = h \\
\begin{bmatrix} \beta \\ \alpha \end{bmatrix} & \geq 0
\end{aligned}
\]

(9)

If LP (10) has a solution, this state can achieve equilibrium and the optimal value \( \alpha^* \) gives the maximal COM acceleration achievable along \( a : \ddot{\varepsilon}^{max} = a\alpha^* \).

We have thus developed a criterion to efficiently verify the dynamic equilibrium of a robot, as well as the maximum COM acceleration in a given direction. With this criterion we write a steering method that generates a time-optimal trajectory from \( S_0 \) to \( S_1 \), feasible in the neighborhood of \( S_0 \). The valid part of this trajectory is extracted in the path validation phase using a similar formulation.

IV. APPLICATION TO MULTI-CONTACT PLANNING

We integrated our methods within the RB-RRT planner [7] to generate dynamic multi-contact motions. We only recall the main aspects of the planner, and refer the reader to our technical report for other details [26].

RB-RRT is a hierarchical planner that decouples the motion planning problem in three different phases: first, the planning of path for the root of the robot, using an RRT with a simplified model of the robot (\( P_1 \), Fig. 2); then the generation of a discrete contact sequence along this root path (\( P_2 \)), where all contact configurations are in static equilibrium; finally, the interpolation of the contact sequence into continuous motion for the robot (\( P_3 \)).

With our method, we transform the path planning problem \( P_1 \) into a trajectory planning one, thus removing the constraint imposing the contact configurations at \( P_2 \) to be in static equilibrium. This allows us to address new kind of scenarios, such as planning a jump, or going down a non quasi-flat steep slope [19] (a surface for which the friction cone does not contain the direction opposite to the gravity).

![Fig. 2: The HyQ robot, and its simplified representation used to address \( P_1 \). The green shapes represent the reachable workspace of the effectors. The red shape is a bounding box that must stay collision-free at all times.](image)

A. Planning a root trajectory (\( P_1 \))

1) Integration of the steering method in \( P_1 \): RB-RRT is efficient partly because when addressing \( P_1 \), the contacts are not generated, to avoid handling a complex combinatorial. However, our steering method requires contact information. We thus approximate the state of the robot as follows: for a given configuration \( q \), we compute the intersection between the reachable workspace of each effector and the environment, assuming an independence of the limbs reachable set. (Fig. 3). We then assume that a contact exists at the center of this intersection. We also approximate the COM as the 3D position of the root, which is equivalent to having a robot with mass-less limbs [10].

2) Trajectory validation in \( P_1 \): To validate the trajectory, we in turn approximate the contact phases \( P(t) \) and \( N(t) \). We assume that the contacts are sliding along with the COM trajectory, as long as the reachable workspace of the effectors is in collision with the same surface. When this is not true, we estimate the new contacts and continue. Thus \( N(t) \) is piecewise-constant and \( P(t) \) is piecewise-differentiable.

![Fig. 3: Approximation of contact locations in \( P_1 \). Left: the blue polygons represent the intersection between the reachable workspace (approximated as the convex hull of a set of sampled 3D effector positions [7]) and the environment. The centroid of this intersection serves as the estimated center of the contact location (black sphere), from which the contact extremities are extrapolated (red sphere). Right: the actual contact locations generated during \( P_2 \).](image)
3) Generating jumps: The steering method can produce a trajectory $X(t)$ between two states $S_0$ and $S_1$ that results in phases where the number of active contacts falls under a user-defined threshold (Fig. 4 - 1). When this is detected during trajectory validation, the planner can try to generate a jump (depending on a user-defined parameter), as follows:

1) identify the last state where the desired effectors are still in contact: $X(t_{to})$ (Fig. 4 - 2a), Fig. 4 - 2b shows the first invalid state: the front legs are not in contact;
2) then try to compute a feasible take-off velocity $\dot{c}$ such that a collision free ballistic motion between $S_{to}$ and the $S_1$ is feasible. This is achieved by directly applying the method of Campana et al. [27] (Fig. 4 - 3);
3) compute a trajectory from $S_0$ to $S_{to}$ (Fig. 4 - 4).

If all these steps are successfully achieved, then a jump trajectory connecting $S_0$ and $S_1$ has been found (Fig. 4 - 5).

B. Generating dynamic contact configurations ($P_2$)

In the original paper, a discrete sequence of contact configurations is computed along the root path, using an LP to test that the generated configurations are in static equilibrium. Our only modification to $P_2$ is thus to replace this LP with (8), to generate dynamically feasible contact configurations, following the root trajectory computed in $P_1$.

Finally, the trajectory interpolation $P_3$ remains unchanged.

V. RESULTS

A. Scenarios

We tested our planner in various scenarios presented in the companion video. Each scenario highlights a specific property of our planner. In the figures presented, the blue and yellow arrows indicate the velocity and acceleration directions, and their length is equal to their norm.

obstacle avoidance: We compare the trajectories generated with our planner against the results obtained with a quasi-static contact planner in a constrained environment that requires slaloming through obstacles, to show the visual benefits of our method (Fig. 5). We also demonstrate its interest over local methods by exhibiting a scenario where these approaches would get stuck in local minima (Fig. 6).

push recovery: HRP-2 is pushed towards a wall with a velocity of $1.5m.s^{-1}$. Our planner computes a recovery motion by using its arm (Fig. 3).

highly dynamic scenarios: HRP-2 goes down a $25^\circ$ or $38^\circ$ slope, on top of which no static equilibrium configuration exists (Fig. 7). Our planner is able to generate the motion that allows the robot to reach the end of the slope and stop safely. Similarly, we plan motions for HyQ along inclined planes, as well as jumping motions (Fig. 4).
TABLE I: Computation times and success rates by scenario, averaged over 20 runs. Valid traj. is the average portion of the trajectories that were validated by the trajectory validation method. Valid dir. is the average amount of time the equality $a' = a$ is verified. num nodes is the average number of nodes generated by the planner. success records the percentage of trajectories that were successfully transformed into a sequence of configurations in contact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Valid traj. (%)</th>
<th>Valid dir. (%)</th>
<th>num nodes</th>
<th>time (s)</th>
<th>time (s)</th>
<th>time (% tot. time)</th>
<th>success (%)</th>
<th>time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slalom (HyQ)</td>
<td>95.72 %</td>
<td>65.6 %</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>69.56 %</td>
<td>30.43 %</td>
<td>90 %</td>
<td>85.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local minima (HyQ)</td>
<td>95.25 %</td>
<td>69.8 %</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>69.14 %</td>
<td>30.86 %</td>
<td>75 %</td>
<td>38.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steep slope (25\degree) (HRP-2)</td>
<td>82.4 %</td>
<td>58.3 %</td>
<td>3895</td>
<td>77.36 %</td>
<td>22.63 %</td>
<td>85 %</td>
<td>165.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steep slope (38\degree) (HRP-2)</td>
<td>80.75 %</td>
<td>56.5 %</td>
<td>5533</td>
<td>87.35 %</td>
<td>12.64 %</td>
<td>90 %</td>
<td>679.73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push recovery (HRP-2)</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.08 %</td>
<td>99.92 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclined planes (HyQ)</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.20 %</td>
<td>99.80 %</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II: Comparison of planning performances obtained with user-defined bounds on the admissible acceleration and those computed with our method. time is the average time for solving the problem, valid trajectories is the average portion of the trajectories validated by the trajectory validation method, solution length is the total time of the solution trajectory. The time-out is set to 5 hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>acc. bounds</th>
<th>time (s)</th>
<th>valid trajectories</th>
<th>solution length (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slalom (HyQ)</td>
<td>LP (ours)</td>
<td>59.5</td>
<td>95.7%</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>time-out</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>913.3</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>109.7</td>
<td>90.3%</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope (38\degree) (HRP-2)</td>
<td>LP (ours)</td>
<td>393.7</td>
<td>80.75%</td>
<td>11.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>time-out</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10992.6</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td>16.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>time-out</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Benchmarks

To demonstrate the interest of our planner, we performed different types of benchmarks on the scenarios we propose. All benchmarks were made using one core of an Intel Xeon CPU E5-1630 v3 at 3.7GHz with 64Go of main memory. They measure the overall computation time of the method and the success rates of the approach (Table I). We also compared our steering method with naive approaches to demonstrate the comparative gain it brings (Table II).

Regarding time performances, Table I shows variations from a few seconds to a few minutes depending on the scenario, an amount of time comparable with the time literature in dynamic multi-contact locomotion [28], [10] while our scenarios are longer and more constrained.

The time spent by one call to the steering method and its dynamic validation (disregarding collision checking), respectively 0.35 ms and 0.26 ms in average, summing up to 0.61 ms. This time is negligible with respect to the total time spent by one step of the planner, which averages to 43.75 ms. Similarly, when attempting to plan a jump, the average computation time for the steering method and dynamic validation is 2.55 ms, while the total time spent by one step including collisions is 9.32 ms.

Regarding the interest of the steering method, Table II shows that, for the locomotion of legged robots, our approach outperforms the classic DIMT [8] method with user-defined bounds: our trajectories are shorter and computed faster, thanks to a much lower rejection rate. Furthermore, the fact that our method automatically computes the bounds saves the need for a sensitive manual parameter tuning.

We do not provide a more detailed comparison because the mentioned papers do not indicate precise computation times.

VI. DISCUSSION

The prototype presented in this work is based on an efficient formulation of the dynamics of a legged robot, which makes our theoretical contribution directly applicable with methods related to multi-contact locomotion.

Integrating the steering method within our reachability-based planner has required the introduction of some heuristics, inherent to its architecture: the contacts are considered to be sliding and always active, inaccurate in the general case. However, the desired output of $P_1$ is not the final root trajectory, but rather a very good initial guess. Indeed, the approximations are corrected at the contact generation and interpolation phase ($P_2$ and $P_3$), as demonstrated in our scenarios: our planner is able to compute highly-dynamic motions while escaping local minima, on cases never demonstrated in the literature.

Thus existing methods [10], [28] could benefit from our method to compute relevant initial guesses, allowing them to address cluttered environments and to converge faster.

Even though our planner does not get stuck in local minima, the RRT algorithm does not guarantee a globally optimal solution. For future work, we would like to adapt
existing trajectory optimization methods to our planner or use an asymptotically optimal planner such as RRT* [29].

Regarding the work of Pham et al. [18], despite the dimensionality reduction achieved by the author, our belief is that their method does not directly apply to multi-contact locomotion planning, because considering all the degrees of freedom of a humanoid robot, while addressing the contact combinatorial, is simply too expensive. For future work, we would like to study the adaptation of their formulation of the problem with our centroidal dynamics approach to reduce its dimensionality.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a steering and a trajectory validation method, designed to address the open multi-contact planning problem. These methods are based on two efficient Linear Programs, designed to efficiently capture the complex, state-dependent dynamics of a legged robot.

Their interest is demonstrated through an integration within a sampling-based multi-contact planner, which we use to generate highly-dynamic motions, such as jumps, or navigation through really steep slopes. These scenarios cannot be addressed with existing planners. Furthermore our method is global and does not get stuck in local minima, and could be used to compute initial guesses for other motion generation methods.

Our method performs at least as good as existing dynamic approaches, although obtaining interactive computation times is an objective we will pursue for future work. Another issue we would like to address is to propose a shortcut algorithm for the trajectories computed by our planner.
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